eDiscovery

Find and synthesize
countless points of data with

clarity
Transform data into knowledge accurately
and efficiently with today’s most complete
suite of powerful eDiscovery solutions

People. Partnership. Performance.

world-class resourcefulness
You need volumes of data collected, imported, synthesized, reviewed, and ready
to produce – by yesterday. Epiq is the largest and most experienced eDiscovery
service provider across the globe and delivers with the highest level of quality
assurance, budget clarity and predictability – from the simplest data collection to
the most complex document reviews. We customize delivery to your needs.
Project-based services

Managed services

Document review services

Epiq’s project-by-project services offer
the flexibility of per-GB or per-custodian
pricing options and give you the
confidence and agility to complete each
job quickly and accurately. From case
management consultation to review and
trial preparation — you will be supported
24/7 by subject matter experts and
industry-leading eDiscovery technology.

Epiq has more eDiscovery managed
services engagements than anyone
in the industry. Managed services
provide corporations and law firms the
security they depend on, the processes
and workflows required and the cost
predictability desired. A fixed monthly fee
delivers your own infrastructure and user
licenses to house as many cases as you
need. This approach reduces operational
inefficiencies caused by going from one
vendor to another.

Regardless of the size of your review, our
document review experts will work closely
with you to develop a strategy designed
for your review, leveraging industryleading technologies and best-in-class
review professionals to reduce your cost
and exceed your expectations. Solutions
range from staffing to fully managed
review and anything in between.
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80+ offices 14 data centers 5,500+ people
Project management makes all the difference in your world.
Our project management capabilities guide our clients through the eDiscovery process, help our
clients avoid errors, and provide greater visibility into the course of the project from start to finish.
Our deep project management expertise across various industries and matter types drives efficiency
for our clients. This allows them to spend less time on eDiscovery, trusting our expert project
managers to handle their eDiscovery projects.

high-performing results

precision
When eDiscovery clarity, accuracy, and speed are a necessity, count
on expert guidance, technological efficiencies, and clockwork
reliability across borders, time zones, and devices.

5of5 93
Magic Circle
firms are clients
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Am Law 100 firms
are clients

35

of the
Fortune 100
are clients

7of7

Seven Sister
Canadian firms
are clients

antitrust audit
doubles relevant
documents with
97% fewer
documents
reviewed

navigated
multiple languages
and laws in
international
cross-continent
Bribery Act
investigation

data reduction saves
$200K in review
costs involving
five terabytes of
data over 45 days

bilingual, 350
gigabyte data set
reviewed in 11 days
for competition
review to clear
way for acquisition

ALM innovation
award winner
for eDiscovery
managed
services

supplementary
information request
team of 120
reviewers, 60 French
speaking, execute
review in 4 days for
acquiring company

speed, accuracy, and cost
predictability in one serving

production
Mass volumes of data are gathered, synthesized and transformed into
clear information with Epiq resources and resourcefulness. We work for
you—night and day, around the world.

2,175+ 2,350+ 72+
eDiscovery employees
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review seats worldwide

eDiscovery managed
services clients

Whether you use parts of our eDiscovery solutions or our broader litigation
support capabilities, we blend consulting and technology with speed and
accuracy – at every step.

Collection

Making use of our
expertise early on
will structure your
legal project to avoid
future issues—saving
you time, lowering
costs, and ensuring
defensibility

Hosting

Epiq clients have access
to the two leading
document software
platforms in the
eDiscovery industry—
DMX (DocuMatrix®)
and Relativity®

Forensic
analysis

Easily maintain
defensible collections,
evidence integrity,
and chain of custody
records with Epiq’s
global digital
forensics team

Review

From technologyassisted review to
privilege logs and
deposition preparation,
we have resources to
perform virtually any
task under any deadline
with turnkey capacity

Processing &
production

Epiq’s innovative
processing engine
allows you to easily
scale up or down
according to the
specific needs of your
project

Business Process Solutions
Class Action & Mass Tort
eDiscovery
Regulatory & Compliance
Restructuring & Bankruptcy

epiqglobal.com
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